Side-scan sonar surveys revealed the following features: 1. Many of the wood cribs in the Calumet Harbor breakwater have tilted or have been displaced, and reflections from behind the breakwater indicate gaps and voids. Fan-shaped deposits of coarse rubble on the harbor floor may be debris from the damaged cribs. 2. Both breakwaters are obviously exposed to a dynamic environment, as shown by fields of sand waves and ripples on the lakeward sides. 3 . Dramatic sand waves occur in a gap between sections of the Calumet Harbor breakwater and may indicate the movement of a veneer of sand over an essentially clay harbor floor. 4 . The Burns Harbor breakwater is purported to have been built on a thick sand mat, yet our data indicates that a featureless clay floor extends to the very base of the structure.
INTRODUCTION
On September 24 and 25,
1985,
the Coastal Engineering Research Center, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station performed side-scan sonar surveys of the breakwaters at Calumet Harbor, IL, and Burns Harbor, IN, both located along the southern shore o i Lake Michigan (Figure 1) .
The purpose of the surveys was to determine the condition of the breakwaters, examine the condition and continuity of the protective riprap, and study the adjoining harbor and lake floors. This project was conducted as part of the U.S. Army Engineer District, Chicago's ongoing engineering studies in preparation for rehabilitation of the breakwaters.
SIDE SCAN SONAR -BASIC PRINCIPLES
Side scan sonar was originally developed during World War I1 to detect enemy submarines. Commercial systems designed for scientific use became available in the 1960's and since then have been extensively used by oceanographic institutions, universities, pipeline and marine construction companies, archaeologists, and treasure-hunters. The
Coastal Engineering Research Center has had a long association with various types of seismic systems (9) and side scan sonar has been used by Pope and others (5,6) to examine waterways, breakwaters, and civil war structures. The basic side-scan system consists of three parts: the transducers, which are mounted in a hydrodynamically streamlined body (the "fish") and towed by the survey vessel, a recorder combined with a signal transmitter and processor, and a tow cable which connects the two units. An acoustic pulse is emitted from the fish which is towed a certain distance above the seaflake floor. The narrow pulse is transmitted at a right angle from the fish's tow direction and reflects from objects on the lakefloor. The reflections are received by the transducers in the towfish and sent to the signal processing system on the survey boat, where they are visually displayed on paper strip charts. -Each returning signal is plotted on the paper at the position corresponding to the time it was received. The recorded image is called a sonograph and can be compared to a continuous aerial photograph.
GRAND CALU4E T RIVER'
A sonograph can give indications of the nature of the reflecting surface since the stronger the returning signal, the darker is the corresponding mark on the paper. The intensity of a reflected signal is a function of material properties as well as of topography, and hard objects such as boulders or steel debris will produce an intense reflection, whereas a flat clay sea floor will reflect very little of the signal. On most sidescan systems, the reflection of an object is recorded as black, and the acoustic shadow area behind an opaque object is white. The width of this shadow zone and the position of the object relative to the fish can be used to calculate the object's height. For more details on the use of and theory behind side scan sonar, the reader is referred to papers by Belderson, et al.
(l), Fleming ( 2 1 , Leenhardt ( 3 1 , and Hazel ( 4 ) .
A digital side-scan sonar system was used on this project. The signal-processing capabilities of the unit allowed it to provide sonar images that were fully corrected for slant range, ship speed, and amplitude, and the resulting records show an accurate plan view of lake floor topographical features. This survey was run using a 100 kHz transducer in the towfish, at 25 and 50 meter ranges, and at survey speeds of 2 to 3 knots. Positioning was accomplished by observing the passage of 100-ft station fixes painted on the breakwater and by manually triggering the event marker on the side-scan system at every fifth station. The triggering was delayed long enough for the sonar fish to be directly adjacent t o the station; position error is estimated to be +/-5 meters. Survey conditions during both days were excellent with waves less than 0.5 meter high. Along the harbor side, the toe stone is ragged and discontinuous, varying in width from 0 to 15 meters, and in areas may comprise coarse stone deposited over an older protective unit. Much of the exposed harbor side face of Section A appears to be intact except near sta 15+00, where a crib has been displaced inwards less than 0.5 meter. Along Section B, more of the cribs are damaged, with the most prominent example occurring near sta 35+00 where a section is leaning outwards or is lying on the harbor floor. Similar linear reflections nearby along the toe may represent other broken fragments on the harbor floor.
In this same area, indistinct reflections occur behind the face of the break-water; these are believed to be reflections from the interiors of damaged cribs.
I(". Between sta 42+00 and 52+00, several fan-shaped deposits of stone and gravel extend up to 14 meters from the base of the breakwater. It is hypothesized that these are debris cones of fill that have flowed out from ruptures in damaged cribs. This is corroborated by the Calumet Harbor Reconnaissance Report
page A-19, which states that there are voids in some of the units in this area. Most of the harbor floor is a featureless, low-to medium-reflectivity material, probably clay or sandy clay. Occasional textured, irregular, highly reflective patches along the toe of the breakwater may be sand and gravel accumulations. The records become darker as the end of Section B is approached, suggesting an increasing sand content on the harbor floor, and within the gap itself dramatic, large-wavelength sand waves occur just to the south of the lighthouse.
The toe of the lake side of Section A is protected by 13 to 20 meters of coarse armor stone. The lakewards face of the Section A breakwater is discontinuous and irregular, and numerous individual cribs appear to be damaged and project outwards from the main body of the breakwater ( Figure   4 ) . reflections occur up to 3 meters behind the face of the breakwater and also may represent gaps where the acoustic signal has entered a hole and has reflected from the inside of the damaged crib. Along the lake side of Section B, the protective riprap is continuous and substantial. Between sta 23+00 and 28+00, a deposit of finer stone extends out onto the lake floor up to 32 meters from the edge of the breakwater. Although the amount of material appears to be too great to have flowed out of damaged cribs, the Calumet Harbor Reconnaissance Report ( 7 ) indicates that some of the units in this area are probably damaged since they have a steep lakeward slope. Alternatively, the report states that protective stone was placed along this area in
1961-62;
possibly some of this material was relatively fine and has been winnowed out and redeposited onto the lake floor by wave action. Oval patches of coarse material occur between sta 54+00 and 57+00 ( Figure 5 ) as far as 35 meters from the breakwater and may consist or rubble that was accidentally dropped during construction or repair. Occasional individual armor blocks are found on the lake floor in this area and may represent more material that has been accidentally dropped. Because the armor protection extends from the lake floor to almost the water surface, the lake side wood cribs were not imaged. In places, the breakwater is marked by two or three heavy black lines which may represent the platform and the beveled edge of the concrete cap which lies atop the cribs. Numerous minor displacements of the lines suggest that the cribs may be tilting because of hidden damage or differential settling. If the walls of the cribs have spread apart, some of the timbers which should be flush with the edge of the cap may be exposed and may also be reflecting sonar signal. The presence of large fields of sand waves and ripples confirms that the physical environment is obviously severe enough to cause sediment movement.
The lake floor, which is clayey close to shore, becomes sandy lakewards of sta 30+00, and sand waves and ripples with various orientations and wavelengths can be seen throughout the area. East of the breakwater, between 43+00 and 50+00, the lake floor has a granular appearance and may be partly covered with gravel or fine stone. Mottled patches of clay occur on the floor of the gap south of Section B, and it is likely that in this area a veneer of sand is migrating over an essentially clay bottom. Most of the sediment movement probably occurs during winter storms, when waves along the southern shoreline of Lake Michigan can exceed 2 meters. Significant wave heights of 3 to 4 meters were measured outside of Burns Harbor, Indiana, in January of ft into an essentially sand lake floor, and project maps indicated that areas of hard limestone were encountered ( 7 ) .
The harbor floor in this area is of low reflectivity and is essentially featureless. There is no evidence of sand waves or ripples, even near the breach where Storm waves in 1984 destroyed two cells and where the wave regime should be more than energetic enough to move non-cohesive sediments. At the very south end of the breakwater, the bottom becomes more reflective and large fields of ripples occur. Here, too, wave action may be moving sand from offshore towards land, and the sand may be slowly spreading over the clayey harbor fl,OOr. protective stone riprap extends along the toe of the entire breakwater. The rounded sheet Pile cells can be clearly seen in the records (Figure 7 ) , and appear to be essentially in good condition. Because of the intensely strong signal return from the vertical steel walls, minor damage such as gaps only a few centimeters wide may be masked or not resolved. There is no signal penetration through the steel walls, and the faint lines and texture on the records are -WFST
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CLAYEY LAKE FLOOR
GHOST IMAGE" OF. BREAKWATER, The records immediately reveal that the lake side of the breakwater is exposed to a dynamic environment, as shown by the fields of ripples and sandwaves on the lake floor. Considerable coarse debris, similar or larger than the stone used on the riprap, is scattered up to 35 meters from the base of the breakwater. The high relief of individual blocks is indicated by long shadows. Since it seems unlikely that large armor stones have been moved 35 meters by storm waves, we believe that most of these deposits must be the result of construction and repair activities. Between sta 92+00 and 100+00, irregular oval patches of unidentified coarse material occur on the lake floor to at least 60 meters from the breakwater (Figure 8) . These may be:
LAKE SIDE CALUMET HARBOR LAKE' SIDE
1)
Stone and rubble accidentally or incorrectly deposited during construction; or 2) outcrops of hard limestone. These ovals are of much lower relief than the displaced stones described above and are volumetrically large; therefore, the second hypothesis seems reasonable.
The sonographs show that the lake side of the breakwater cells are also manifestly in good condition, as is the protective riprap.
DATA INTERPRETATION -BURNS HARBOR
The side-scan sonar survey at the Bums Waterway Harbor was conducted on September 25,
1986
( Figure 9 ) . The breakwater was constructed between 1967 and 1970 and primarily consists of a two-layer rubble-mound design using 10-to 16-ton limestone blocks
(8).
Soils borings indicated that about 3 meters of soft clay was underlain by much harder clay, and, before construction, the soft clay was to have been excavated and replaced with a sand mat. A 1978 plan indicates that the sand mat was supposed to extend at least 10 meters beyond the toe of the structure (8).
The excavated clay was discarded onto the lake bed about 50 to 100 meters from the toe in 15 meter water depths.
The most significant finding of the harbor side sonar surveys is that the bottom is featureless, low-reflectivity clay, and that the clay extends to the very base of the breakwater (Figure 10) . In recent years, extra armor stone has been added to repair sections of the breakwater, but unless the sand mat extended only a slight distance beyond the toe of the original structure, it is unlikely that the new stone is obscuring the clay-sand interface. Occasional displaced armor stones can be seen on the harbor floor a few meters from the breakwater. Within the mouth of the harbor, dramatic scars occur on the harbor floor, the result of ships dragging anchor as they slow and turn into the harbor (Figure 10 ).
The lake side survey also provided no evidence of a sand mat extending beyond the base of the breakwater (Figure 11) .
Patches of rippled sand do occur, but, as at Calumet Harbor, these are veneers of sand moved by wave action over an essentially clay lake floor. Many individual armor blocks litter the lake floor. In some areas, the armor stones along the toe appear to be disappearing into the lake floor. This result is unexpected, and toe instability may account for some of the settling and the maintenance problems which have been associated with this breakwater.
Large, irregular, oval patches of coarse material with relief of over 3 meters represent spoil piles deposited during breakwater construction in the mid-1960's.
The sharp relief of the piles, coupled with their blocky appearance and high reflectivity, suggest that they consist of relatively hard clay. This conflicts with reports that soft clay was excavated (8), unless we assume that the soft materials have been washed away during the last 20 years, leaving only the harder spoils behind. Nevertheless, the areal extent of the remaining piles indicates that a large volume of hard soil must have originally been excavated from the site of the breakwater. 
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2)
Protective toe stone or riprap extends continuously along the lake side of Calumet Sections A and B. On the harbor side, the riprap is irregular and is missing in some areas.
3) The Calumet Harbor sheet pile cells appear to be in essentially good condition except where the 1984 storm caused a massive failure. Because of the intense signal return from the vertical steel walls, small fractures may be masked or not resolved.
4) The riprap along the lake side of Section C is continuous and overall is in good condition. Large armor stones, or possibly former capstones, are scattered on the lake floor up to 35 meters offshore. The reason for the distribution of this debris is unknown. 5) Large, oval patches of coarse material off the lakeward side of Section C of the Calumet breakwater may be spoil piles of construction material or may be limestone outcrops.
6) There is no evidence from the sonographs that a sand mat extends beyond the base of the Burns Harbor breakwater. Sections of the toe actually appear to be settling into the clay lakefloor. Spoil piles appear to be composed of relatively hard, blocky clay, presumably excavated from the foundation during breakwater construction. It 
